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Blue exorcist satan blue flames

in: World of Blue Exorcist, Abilities Share Rin, bath in its blue flames of Blue Flames, also known as the Flame of Satan, is the ability of satan and his son, Rin Okumura. [1] The examination of Satan's flames is unique among other fire-based abilities, as they have the ability to burn only what the user wants, because it is only warm to
everyone else who touches them. [2] Satan's Flames also has the ability to insoil a demon and object of posh, while normal flames burn only the object and let the Demon intact users reference the World's blue exorcist abilities community content available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Satan (e焔魔 () Satan) is the king of
demons who rules over the world of Gehenne. He is also the father of Rina, Yukia and the Eight Demon Kings. The appearance of Satan's wolf look. Satan's true Demon form was not yet shown in the series, but when he was obsessing shira, he had typical Demonic characteristics such as banging ears, long nails and sharp sheep's teeth.
The obsessive version of Shira also shows features similar to Rin's own demonic form, which is a black tail with a blue flame at the end and blue flames covering the body. The hosts of Satan's various hosts, of course, had their own performances. Only two people in the anime version, Yuri and Yukio, did not burn at the property. Shiro
was able to hold back briefly because it was created as a vessel for Azazel. Name Circumstances Status Mountain Body Obsessed Between Ego Oustered Unknown Yuri Egin (Only Anime) Cooled to Allow Satan to Share His Body; the property has ended, That Satan could find a vessel to help her save the late Wolf (Anime Only)
Unknown Unknown Igor Neuhaus obsessed between Blue Night Active Ernst Frederik Egin (Anime Only) Zasjeo's weather blue nights deceased Shiro Fujimoto Posedovan kad's emotionally unstable Preminuli Yukio Okumura (Samo Anime) Posedovan kadovan kadovan is u over the learning about the honest things about mom. The
active personality satan laughed at the first encounter with Rin When it was first introduced, Satan's ways and laughter bordered on madness, and he enjoyed rin screaming for help while he was sworn into the Gehenna gate. This reveals that his cruel and unsmotratan personality does not stop even in front of his own family. It is further
pointed out when Satan said that he created Rin out of mere boredom and after that he realized that Rin was exactly what he needed for Rin to be a man born in Assiah, but as a descendant of Satan carries satan's blood. In manga, when yuri took over the body of Gory and the development of his own consciousness, Satan, at a time
described by Yuri as a very strong child, he described him as a very strong child. He lacked any real moral compass and had no idea of the right or wrong, so he didn't realize the moral consequences of killing and in-interest destruction. Nevertheless, it was obvious to him Yuri. She was the only one who listened to her, and he showed
himself to be immediately jealous when he met Shira. Satan also proved extremely competitive as he tried to kill Shirou after losing a match with him when he vowed to defeat him. He also had an incesurable intellect, as he learned at accelerated speed.  As he gained greater awarness and developed an ego, Satan acquired the complex
of God after realising that he was smarter and stronger than every man and demon alive to this point to kill anyone around him or Yuri. Nevertheless, she maintains her obsession with George, to the point where they both made love, which led to her conceiving a child, but without his knwoledge of the latter. At the time of the betrayal of
Yuri, who Lucifer attacked while Satan was in a weak and iritatic state due to the fracture of the goro's body, which caused his hatred for his former love and his current mentality. Anime Exclusive In anime it shows that he is in love with George and wants to realize his dreams of the people and demons that coexist, he tried to unite Assiah
and Gehenna. Ironically, she shows no remorse for possessing Yukia and trying to kill Rin, even though Yuri loved both of her sons more than anything else. The history of Satan's existence is actually quite short, his ego only disappearing a few years before Blue Night. It previously appeared as nothing more than a small specie of blue
light, and was called Rinka, along with many other names, depending on the region. He would randomly appear around the world without reason, giving many different explanations about him. Many different descriptions of Rinka included dead souls, the fire of hell, fairies and temporary forms of sacred foxes. At that time, Rinka had no
consciousness.  Rinka was first fully brought to Assiah 16 years ago. His ego was emanated into the most powerful clone the research establishment had made that the clone was intended for Lucifer, but unknown to the other Demon kings, they had no idea who was possessed by a corpse destined for Lucifer. When they realized, it was
too late. Rinka escaped and quickly found Yuri. After he was taken back to the facility, he was taken care of by Yuri, as he was the only one who listened to him. Yuri would be the book and the ziga, and after 1 year and three months, he began to get bored with them. In an attempt to broaden the world view, Yuri brought Shira along with
her to play with Rinka. The demon was immediately distrustful of Shira and was quickly hated by the exorcist. The next day, Rinka took a guard hostage and demanded more books for the guard's safety. After a few hours, Yuri approached Rinka in an attempt to persuade him to release the guard, only for the demon to kill the guard
nonchasantly and explain to Yuri that he had come to the conclusion that the demon god was Satan. The blue night came just after Yuri Egin was giving birth to his children and the mass slaughter of exorcists around the world. [1] Synopsis True Cross Academy arc Satan plays Shira Exploits the temporary weaknesses of Shira Fujimota
after an altercation with Rin Okumuro, in which the latter told the first that he should not pretend to be his father, Satan has a priest. Grinning, he muses about how he waited for the day he would finally see his son, before he broke into hysterical laughter and denied the whole thing. Rin then tells her to be happy, because he came here to
see him in person. When the boy realizes he's a Demon, Satan introduces himself, but informs that he has no time to continue their touching reunion because Fujimoto's body will not last for much longer under the current circumstances. He then rips off several of the priest's fingers to illustrate his point, using blood from the severed digits
to summon Gehenna's door. Rin says he's the only Demon capable of creating this machine, and he's going to use it to drag Rin back to Gehenna. When he gets acquainted with Kuririca, Satan picks up the sword and informs Rin that he will have to destroy it before he can travel. When a teenage girl reacts violently to Satan's approaches
by lighting his flames, the demonic king only laughs at the attempt, grabs him by the collar and drags him to the door. As he does, he explains how he cannot stay indefinitely in Assia with his supreme power, because everything he has in the end is destroyed. When he said that Rin encouraged him to create Rin, he said how powerful this
act actually was, because now he has exactly what he needs asiah to be his. He then throws Rin in the door and laughs badly when he declares that the boy will be reborn and greeted in Gehenna. Before Satan's plan could be entirely successful, it stops the rest of Fujimota's consciousness, and curses the priest as he temporarily seizes
control of his body, catch up with his exorcist needle and throws it at himself. When Fujimoto claims that Rin is his son, and that he will take him back, Satan shouts with great luck how wonderful it is that Fujimoto is planning suicide, because no matter what he does, nothing can escape Gehenna's door. After that, Satan was sent back to
Gehenna when Fujimoto died and Rin let himself escape from the gate. [2] Blue Night Investigation Arc Satan is seen for the first time as a small blue flame called Rinka, which often played with Juri as a very young child. Mephisto notes that Satan probably couldn't tell him that he was playing with her because his ego didn't come out, but
not the fact that it was probably his first intelligent interaction. During the case, To play George, she is suddenly called to return home by her guardians. Not too long after that, a shelter in which she said she was trapped in a fire, with the bodies of the guardians found burned to death. We can suggest that Satan set the area on fire. After
that, he's pretty absent, but he seems to be following Yuri, because he'd appear randomly throughout her years in True Cross. Satan protects George. Satan reappears when Yuri is 16 years old. The girl and Shiro got into an argument in Mexico after Shiro elbowed Rick in the face and continued to degrade. It insainzes George, who
eventually slaps the exorcist, calling him weak for ermiasing his problems to others. Shiro tries to take revenge, but stops when suddenly a blue flame appears and guards George. Everyone around them is shocked by the incident, but eventually released.  Satan was detained after his first successful possession. Later, Yuri is seen at a
demon farm, and shira is in the face of an earlier incident. After sharing his experience with asylum, the former sympathizes with him, and kisses him and follows him with recognition. Shiro dismisses George and leaves her irritated. Satan appears immediately after the situation, almost as if he's comforting her. Not too long after that, the
mountain of eyes was seen opening in a tank depicting Satan's first attempt at obsession.  Mephisto explains that since Satan had not yet developed an ego, possession was quite complicated. It takes about 9 years to adjust the mount's body. During this time, numerous attempts at possession and continuous exposure to the elixir have
strengthened the power of host bodies. That's why the body was very suitable for Satan. When he first successfully obsessed, those in Section 13 were left confused, because they had never seen such a demon with such power. Mephisto decides to keep the situation a secret and keep Satan in prison. Shiru Fujimotu is eventually ordered
to observe him. When he arrives, Shiro is shocked to find out that the possessed body is his brother. Satan is immediately angry at the sight of Shiro. That's why he curls up and screams and even eats himself up in flames, killing those who stand near him. Then he escapes from the facility.  That night, after the mission, Yuri heads home.
The sound of the steps captures her attention and eventually finds Satan in her new state, which goes in her direction. At first, the woman is worried because at first she thinks it's a shiro. Since Satan has not had exposure to the entire ordeal, he makes several attempts to speak, but fails. In the end, she's got Yuri's name, and she's
calmed down. Then he recognizes him as Rinko. Section 13 arrives at the scene and takes over Satan. They ordered Yuri to follow. Once again, they keep Satan under surveillance and interrogate George.  Education Once again, Satan tries another attack and escape, but quickly stops Yuri on a simple command. As a result, the exorcist
is exorcising himself to work for Section 13 and observing Satan, as her experience with him proved very useful. For months, he learns about math, reading, history, and even feeds it. He's almost like a mother. Throughout this time, he appears to be very attached to her and behaving very much like a child, throwing out anger and crying
at her aid. His tongue looks like a child, too.  The worries start to grow. When Satan learns things extremely quickly, his sense of emotion and intellect is missing.  Power and abilities As God Gehenne is Satan's most powerful demon in existence. His powers have not yet been revealed, except that he can summon Gehenna's door. Like
any other Demon, Satan has the power to obsess the human body, but only for a moment, as all he touches in the world of Asiaha, devastating to destruction, Sa i najjacim telima, only five minutes, the mostlakse of the supercovkovna stisnucu, but God demon, sotan has unmersensible power, gives him the ability to inassur least odvuce
someone when the Rin sacu can give himself iskida fingers but don't make a move. The Gehenna Gate of Satan opens the Gehenna Gate of Satan has the ability to summon the Gehenna gate; In anime, it is suggested that the only one in Gehenna is strong enough to summon and open the full and perfect shape of the Gehenna gate,
although other Demons are able to summon a less or incomplete version of the door. This demon gate needs blood to connect Gehenna and Assiah. Size, appearance and even abilities depend on the amount of blood offered as a victim. Non-Canon is his blood, Rin sacrificed a true cross order to use his blood to create the great
Gehenna Gate, which require a large amount of demonic blood. Combining Yukio blood with Rin's, the power increases dramatically, creating more Gehenna Doors to create a great portal to Assiah. [3] After defeat from Rin and Yukio, Satan was rejected from his vessel, but he took over and took control of Gehenna Gate, giving more
ability to send the gates to the Demons, shooting the bundle out of his eyes, and rise to the sky so that he can attack the city. This door is regenerative and can withstand Rin's flame. His weakness, however, is the heart that Yukio and Rin pierce to completely destroy gehenna vrata. [4] Nadčovk Durability As Rin, Satan is very durable;
Maybe even more so than Rin because he's Rin's father and a demon. It turns out he can fight his son's friends without feeling exhausted. The same thing happened when he faced Shura's power. But unlike Rin, who can't use his flame over time with ease and needs to rehearse for it, Satan seems to have no problem doing so.
Manipulation Like his son, Satan can control and manipulate blue flames by his will. It can ignite its victims in a blue fire by spontaneous combustion (activated by eye contact). He also has the ability to fire multiple fireballs with his palms during his battle with Shura and can burn out any obstacle that is created by Exwires. When he fights
Rin, he ignites it with his flame, but Rin seems immune to it. This was only shown in anime. Baked wind satan has a special ability to generate strong winds from his own voice. This was shown in anime when he told Rin to shut up; A big wave of hurricanes suddenly emerged from his deep voice. He did the same thing by polluting all of
Rin's friends when they tried to fight him. Satan's speed is a very fast adversary, but the limits of that abilities have not yet been revealed. However, it was seen that when he tried to attack Rin, he initially laughed before rushing to get to him at high speed; proof that he can have such a capability. Trivia In abrahamic religions, Satan is the
name given to a fallen angel who fell out of God's affection after the war in heaven. It is also the personification of all evil, because it deceives mankind with deceiving and temptation. Citations (To Rin Okumura) I am the perfect entity with ultimate power, but I'm missing something. You know what that is? It's a substance in Assiah strong
enough to keep me! Everything in this world I've touched is devastating to destroy! [5] (For Shiro) Curse, what do you think you're doing? ... So you want to sacrifice your life for him? You're suing me, you miserable priest. But it's too late. Gehenna Gate has taken you over, and she'll never let you go. (In Rin Okumura) Oh, out of just
boredom, I made you... But I've always realized he was masterful! You exist in the world of Asiaha... And yet you carry blood... Gehenna's god... You are exactly what I need to make Assiah mine! [6] References ^ Ao no Exorcist Manga: Chapter 86, Pages 22-34 ↑ Ao no Exorcist Manga: Chapter 1, Pages 38-52 ↑ Ao no Exorcist Anime:
episode 22 ↑ Ao no Exorcist Anime: episode 25 ↑ Ao no Exorcist Manga: Chapter 1, Pages 47-48 ↑ Ao no Exorcist Manga: Chapter 1, Pages 48-49 48-49
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